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ITI Limited contributes ₹ 64 lakhs to PM-CARES fund to fight
against COVID-19

To support the noble cause of fighting the Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic in India, ITI Limited
has contributed ₹ 64 lakhs to the Prime Minister’s citizen assistance and relief in emergency situation
fund (PM- CARES fund).
Further, the company has also proposed to contribute approx. ₹ 45 lakhs as one-day salary
contribution from all employees of ITI Limited.
In addition to this, ITI has also launched a number of CSR initiatives to support the country’s fight
against the Coronavirus (COVID). The company has adopted 1000 families in its neighborhood at
Ambedkar Nagar colony, Bengaluru and distributing 3000 kits of ration to the needy people of area.
Each kit includes Rice, Atta, Daal, Salt, Sugar and two Dettol soaps. The kits distribution is expected
to be completed within 10-12 days.
Shri Rakesh Mohan Agarwal, CMD, ITI said, “As per Prime Minister’s call for the nation’s support
against Coronavirus (COVID-19), ITI stands with the nation during this difficult times. I am
totally humbled to see the commitment of our employees towards the well-being of the society
during the
crisis.
-End of the documentAbout ITI Limited:
ITI Limited is a public sector undertaking in the telecommunications technology segment. The
company has manufacturing facilities in Bengaluru, Naini, Rae Bareli, Mankapur and Palakkad
along with an R&D centre in Bengaluru and 8 regional offices in India, which were located at
Bengaluru, Bhubaneshwar, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Lucknow, Mumbai and New Delhi as well
as 17 area offices spread across the country. The company has a diverse suite of products including
defence security encryption products; optical and data network products and passive infrastructure
products such as gigabit passive optical network and manage leased line products; multi-capacity
encryption units, electrical products such as smart energy meters, smart cards, solar panels, set-top
boxes and mini personal computers and Internet of Things products. Besides offering the telecom
solutions and customized support, ITI has a dedicated Network System Unit for executing turnkey
projects for installation and commissioning of telecommunication networks. The company intends to
upgrade and invest in the technology, through the acquisition of technology from strategic partners

with a specific focus on high growth industry segments. The company operates a data centre at
Bengaluru and currently also offers its services to government institutions/departments, banks etc.

